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NINE INCH NAILS NIN And The Industrial Uprising DVD

MVD/Sexy Intellectual

Rating: 10 Out Of 10

Reviewed by: Bam-Bam

While the bulk of this DVD is certainly a tribute to what the genius of

NINE INCH NAILS’ Trent Reznor has done for the Industrial Metal

Music scene, it is so much more than that! I have to say that, “I have

NEVER, in my life learned so much about one style of music as I did from

this DVD”!!! I literally had no idea that Industrial/Experimental Rock-Metal

had traces back all the way to 1975 with bands like THROBBING

GRISTLE and CABARET VOLTAIRE, but on this DVD, you learn about

them and the entire array of artists who started, were part of, and crafted

this movement from beginning to, what is considered the peak with the

full onslaught of NINE INCH NAILS. 

You get interviews with some of the best journalists and biographers in the business like

Revolver Magazine and Metal Edge Magazine writer Jon Wiederhorn and Chris Vrenna
and Richard Patrick, both former members of NIN, themselves! As an added bonus, there’s

exclusive video interview footage of Genesis P-Orridge, the founding female force behind

THROBBING GRISTLE and never before seen live footage of all the bands that take part in

the journey. The list of bands is too numerous to mention, but some of the standouts are, in

addition to the aforementioned, DEPECHE MODE, SKINNY PUPPY, MINISTRY, CHEMLAB,

KRAFTWERK, and many more!!!

This is obviously the most thorough work ever done on the subject of Industrial Music, and

even if you’re not a fan of the genre (as I am not really myself), this is an exciting DVD for the

sheer learning experience and live footage of how it all came together.

Click HERE to snag a copy now and get extremely educated on how the revolution all began so

very long ago out of the Punk and Metal roots that seemed to form all around it. An extremely

entertaining adventure and peek in to the mind of one of today’s most brightest visionaries.

Very, Very Highly Recommended!!!
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